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A dinosaur in a sinkhole?A dinosaur in a sinkhole?

Charles Gilmore, 1874 -

 

1945



Chronister Site



Chronister Site ChronologyChronister Site Chronology

A series of dinosaur caudal (tail) vertebrae were found 
in a cistern excavation in 1940 on the Chronister Farm 
in Bollinger County, MO.
First reported  in the literature by Charles Gilmore 
(NMNH) in 1945 (published posthumously).
Reviewed and commented upon by Baird and Horner 
(Princeton Univ.) in 1979.
Renewed excavation by local amateurs and the NJSM 
started in 1985 and is continuing to date.
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and illite/smectite
mixed layer-lattice silicate, 30-35% well-
ordered quartz phase, minor well-ordered
calcite phase, 4 to 8 cm rotted calcareous
geodes lined with drusy

 

quartz crystals, 
vertebrate bones.

Red & Yellow clay
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layer lattice silicate major clay phase, 
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25% well-ordered quartz, kaolinite, 
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mixed illite/smectite, 15% well-
ordered quartz, no calcite.
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So the geological setting of the Chronister Site begged the question:

“…if there were Cretaceous age 
sediments and fossils in a karst feature 
in Missouri, could some of the karst of 
the Appalachian region date back to the 
Cretaceous as well?”





The existing paradigm had 
always been that 
speleogenesis

 

was a 
function of an ever-lowering 
base level, tied to 
denudation rates. 

If true, the Appalachian 
karst could be no older than 
the Late Miocene.

The paleontological 
evidence seemed to support 
this contention.



Megalonyx
 

(Jefferson’s “Lion”)Megalonyx
 

(Jefferson’s “Lion”)

Presented to the American Phil. Society in 1797 by 
Thomas Jefferson, the type specimen was discovered in 
Haynes Cave in Greenbrier County, WV, the occasion of 
which is considered to be the advent of vertebrate 
paleontology in the United States.
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Nevertheless….



The proverbial
“fly in the ointment…”

Lesley, 1864
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Lesley correctly pointed out that all of these deposits 
consisted of unconsolidated sediments located within 
“cavernous depressions” in the Early Paleozoic 
carbonate rocks, and in a lineament along the 
southeastern side of the AGV.

Lesley postulated a Late Tertiary age for the deposits.

His observations would remain mostly ignored, with the 
occurrence at Pond Bank viewed as an “anomaly”.



“The Formation of Bauxite in Sinkholes”“The Formation of Bauxite in Sinkholes”

from Adams, 1923, Journal of Economic Geology 18(4)

Adams correctly identified karst bauxite deposits, stating 
they formed “under peculiar physiographic and climatic 
conditions, and that all are of the approximate same age.”
“…these deposits are related to a definite physiographic 
stage of development, being formed contemporaneously 
with those of the Coastal Plains which are associated with 
Eocene sediments.”



King, 1949King, 1949



Cherokee County Alabama Karst Bauxite Deposit

Midwayan

 

(Early Paleocene) 
pollen in the lignite

J. Bridge, 1950
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Calcite-indurated

 

pisolitic

 

clay 
fill in Linville Quarry Cave



Sears, 1957 –
 

Brushy Mountain K LigniteSears, 1957 –
 

Brushy Mountain K Lignite
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Bridge’s model built upon the “Davisian” concept of 
peneplanation (geomorphological punctuated equilibrium).

He viewed the bauxite, kaolin and lignite as preserved in 
sediment “traps” remnants of the ancient Harrisburg Peneplain
and dating from the Late Cretaceous or Paleogene. 

Josiah Bridge reviewed the known AGV bauxite deposits, 
and proposed a model for their genesis in 1950



The Legacy of Wm. DavisThe Legacy of Wm. Davis
In the late 19th century, Davis proposed a four-
stage evolution of the Appalachian landscape, 
based on the concept of “peneplanation”.

Harrisburg Peneplain

 

–

 

Late Paleogene

 

to Early Neogene

Schooley

 

Peneplain

 

–

 

Late Cretaceous to Early Paleogene



Hack, 1965Hack, 1965

Hack’s hypothesis reposed upon the idea 
that the Davisian “peneplains” were a 
function of differential erosion, controlled 
by the lithologies of the rock as 
downcutting occurred.
Hack rejected the idea of Davis’
“punctuated equilibrium” model, which 
assumed short periods of intense 
weathering and transport, punctuating 
lengthy periods of quiescence.
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Tschudy, 1965Tschudy, 1965

Studied pollen samples obtained from lignitic 
clay on the Pond Bank spoils heap.
Concluded that the pollen was deposited in a 
freshwater environment.
All fossils were triporate “Normapolles” zone 
angiosperm taxa, and established a Turonian
through Campanian (Late Cretaceous) age for 
the deposit.
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Pierce,
 

1965Pierce,
 

1965

In concurrence with Hack’s hypothesis, Pierce 
concluded that the Pond Bank Deposit had been 
“lowered” hundreds of feet.



But…But…

The Pond Bank lignite contained intact logs and other 
woody megafossils, which would have been expected to 
be crushed, distorted and/or obliterated by continuous 
“lowering” of unconsolidated sediments for “hundreds”
of feet.
Coring at the Pond Bank site in 2004 revealed hundreds 
of feet of colluvium below the lignite layer, and not 
carbonate residuals, as Pierce had proposed.
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from Zobaa, et al., 2011



from Zobaa, et al, 2011
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Late Permian
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180 ma
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from Dunbar, 1964
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Paleontological EvidencePaleontological Evidence

Occurrence of Late Cretaceous through Miocene pollen 
suggest a lengthy exposure of the AGV karst surface.
Paleogene fossils in a sinkhole fill immediately adjacent 
and at the same elevation with a second sinkhole 
containing Late Miocene – Early Pliocene fossils 
suggest the history of the AGV karst is more complex 
than previously understood.
The stratigraphic sequence and mineralogy at the 
Choronister Site is oddly similar to many of the AGV 
bauxite occurences.



Paleoclimatic
 

EvidencePaleoclimatic
 

Evidence
Climatic conditions necessary for the formation of 
kaolin and bauxite only existed north of the tropical 
zone during specific periods in the regions history.
Large quantities of kaolin were produced  and 
transported to the coastal plain by intense chemical 
weathering during the Cretaceous and Paleogene.
Bauxitization probably occurred simultaneously with 
the diagenesis of the kaolins.
A change during the Miocene from chemical to 
mechanical weathering, and a concurrent uplift of the 
Appalachian foreland via isotactic rebound, may 
have formed the existing regional topography by 
downcutting and exhumation.



So how old is the AGV karst?So how old is the AGV karst?

Cretaceous through Neogene fossils and sediments are 
found in relict epikarst sediment traps, that form a 
continuous network with the existing underlying karst 
system, the depth of which is still unknown.
Thus, the bedrock conduit network must predate the 
sediments and fossils it contains, and therefore must 
pre-date the Late Cretaceous.
It is most likely that the AGV system was formed when 
the Appalachian foreland was unroofed, between 184 
and 125 ma (Jurassic through Early Cretaceous). 



Relict fill in an 
Australian cave, K-Ar

 
dated at 340 -

 

357 ma

Relict fill in AGV cave, 
age unknown.



FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS:

Cave Sediment Studies

•K-Ar

 

Dating
•Cosmogenic

 

Quartz Nuclides
•Magnetic Reversals
•Palynology

Paleo-current Analysis

Mineralogical analysis of indurated
sediment
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